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Reasoning on sustainable growth

A macro-economics’ question: 



Corporations





Start-up (Nov 2015)

source: http://graphics.wsj.com/billion-dollar-club/

http://graphics.wsj.com/billion-dollar-club/


Start-up (Oct 2016)



Start-up (Nov 2017)



FINANCING CYCLE: FROM A START-UP TO A PUBLIC 
COMPANY



Financing cycle for ventures



Investment needs in early stage



Venture life cycle



◾ Temporary form of funding 

provided through a 

contractual basis 

◾ It foresees a specific debt 

remuneration plus the 

capital reimbursement 

◾ Credit provider (lender) does 

not have any operational 

power or status in the 

enterprise governance 

Debt Capital



◾ Stable form of funding 

provided through a company 

governance agreement 

(unlimited duration) 

◾ It does not foreseen 

contractual remuneration but 

only dividends (profits 

distribution among 

shareholders) 

◾ Capital provider (co-owner) 

has the right to participate 

and have an active role in 

the enterprise governance 

Risk Capital



Business Angel

◾ Private investor with limited financial 

capabilities, a strong business network, solid 

management capability, long-standing 

experience in a certain domain (i.e., former 

entrepreneurs, managers, commercial 

experts, …) 

◾ Objective: support the economic growth of 

an enterprise, the innovation cycle and the 

job creation in his pertinent or relevant 

sector 

Venture Capitalist

◾ Financial operator (physical or legal person) 

who invests in the Risk Capital of start-up or 

relatively new companies, especially SMEs. 

Private Equity funds are special operators 

who collects savings into large deposit 

siloes to be used in Risk Capital investments 

◾ Objective: promote the market, dimensional 

and economic growth in the medium-long 

term, in order to favor the company listing 

Private Equity



◾ Physical person(s) or specialised company 

who privately intervene in a start-up Capital 

◾ They help start-ups to growth (management 

expertise, market knowledge, technology) 

◾ They allocate a fraction of their financial 

capability, in order to invest in more 

ventures and diversify the risk 

◾ Usually they know the start-up technological 

domain and especially the reference market 

◾ Typical investment is from 50 kEuro up to 

250 kEuro

◾ Typical expected return on investment is 

above 20% per year 

 All of them, none excluded, do this job 

because they believe in entrepreneurship 

and in young talents, apart from 

economic interest

Business Angels



◾ Financial entities, but also physical 

person(s), specialised in Risk Capital 

investments in innovative or promising 

companies not yet listed 

◾ Based on investment amount, they receive a 

certain equity on total shares based on 

enterprise estimated value, and one or more 

seats in the Board of Directors 

◾ They put money in highly risk companies but 

aim at earning big profits (capital gains) at 

disinvestment time 

◾ They work closely with the management and 

provide their professional expertise for 

diminishing the default risk 

◾ They are usually competent in the enterprise 

industrial domain and reference market 

◾ Medium to long term period strategy 

◾ Quite a difference between Europe and US, 

where VCs are more oriented towards high-

tech companies 

Venture Capital



History

◾ The first modern VC is Georges Doriot, co-

founder in 1946 of the “American Research 

and Development Corporation” (ARDC)

◾ ARDC first venture was Digital Equipment 

Corporation (DEC) 

◾ Investment of $70,000 in 1957 

◾ Valued over $355 million after the company's Initial Public 

Offering in 1968

 Representing a return of over 5,000 times on investment and 

an annualized rate of return of 101% (ROI) 

◾ Other examples of VC investments: Hewlett-

Packard, Apple, Compaq, Sun Microsystems, 

Intel, Microsoft, Google, Facebook, …

◾ Venture capital originated in 

medieval age from Islamic culture 

where the partnership between 

investor and entrepreneur 

(“mudarabah”) was preferred to loans 



VC criteria to select ideas



Not an easy job!



BA success stories

Source: V. RAMADANI



The Amazon.com example



VC investment geography

Souce:  Innogest Capital



Equity financing: EU vs. US



HOMEWORK: SUCCESSFUL START-UP 
STORIES



The Airbnb example, or the “sharing economy”



Believers..

"Do things that don't scale," Chesky says, a 

sentiment that would be considered 

blasphemy at Google or Facebook. "We start 

with the perfect experience and then work 

backward. That's how we're going to 

continue to be successful."



..and not

Not everyone was as impressed with 

Airbnb’s business model, however, and the 

young start-up was also notoriously rejected 

by Fred Wilson and Union Square Ventures 

- a decision Wilson now admits wasn’t a 

good one.



Thanks!

Questions?



Milena: milena.stoycheva@unitn.it
AndreaG: andrea.guarise@trentinoinnovation.eu
AndreaC: andrea.capaccioli@unitn.it
Lorenzo: lorenzo.angeli@unitn.it

All in one (and more!): i-and-e-team@list.disi.unitn.it
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